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 Fall in monetary poverty (from 56% in 1992/3 to 25% in 

2009/10) but less progress on MDG>1 (insufficient progress 

on 10 of 17 targets) 

 APRM recommendation on MD poverty 

 Uganda not in Alkire & Santos (2010) 

 Interest at Uganda Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Finance, 

researchers 

 Large discrepancies between measures especially in Uganda 

 Guide policy and policy-oriented research 

 

Work on multi-dimensional poverty in 

Uganda is motivated by: 



 

Focus of poverty debate is shifting 

Source: Ministry of Finance of Uganda, ‘Poverty Status Report 2012’ 



 Computed MPI for Uganda in 2005/6 and 2001/2 

 Makes international comparison and MPI decomposition 

 Distinguishes formally between ‘dimensions’ and ‘domains’ 

 Conducts stochastic dominance analysis with household size 
in second dimension 

 Provides a first comparison of MPI with monetary poverty  

 

How do measures of multi-dimensional poverty compare with 
the traditional monetary measures in terms of the groups of 

people that are classified as poor and non-poor?  

This study builds on previous work  

(OPHI WP 55) with Muwonge and Batana: 



 Some issues in comparability 

 Data 

 Measures of multi-dimensional and monetary poverty 

 Empirical results 

 Unconditional: Correlations, cross-tabulations, venn 

diagrams, density curves 

 Conditional: Bivariate probit  

 Next steps 

Overview of the presentation 



The global picture strong correlation but 

country specific variation  

Estimates of multi-dimensional and monetary 

poverty for 93 countries (in %) 

Source: Data is from Alkire, S., J.M. Roche, M.E. Santos and S. Seth  (November 2011)  

ophi.qeh.ox.ac.uk 
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Large differences at country-level and 

Uganda stands out 
Differences in estimates of multi-dimensional and 

monetary poverty in 29 sub-Saharan African 

countries (in %) 
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Source: Data is from Alkire, S., J.M. Roche, M.E. Santos and S. Seth  (November 2011)  

ophi.qeh.ox.ac.uk 

Note: Red bars are for countries where data used to estimate monetary and multi-dimensional 

poverty were collected in the same year. 



 Using H from Alkire and Foster (2007) 

 Dimensions and cut-offs as per Alkire and Santos (2010) 

 Focus on k = 3 and k = 4 with robustness checks 

 

 

Definition of multi-dimensional poverty 

headcount (HMUL) used in the paper: 



 

The composition of HMUL: 

Dimensions and cut-offs  



 Uganda Poverty Line (UPL): 21,135 (1997 prices) 

 “Lower bound” poverty line (Ravallion 1994) 

 Using household consumption expenditure in adult 

equivalents 

 HMON is special case of HMUL with k=j=1 and z=UPL 

 

Defining monetary poverty (HMON): 



 Uganda National Household Survey 3; May 2005-Apr 2006 

(N=7,426) 

 Demographic Health Survey; May-Oct 2006 (N=8,870) 

 Two stage sample selection (purposeful and random):  

 1. Clusters from UNHS sample + additional clusters (IDP, 

Karamoja)  

 2. Complete listing and selection of all UNHS households + 

additional households 

 Matching sub-sample (N=2,177) 

Data is available to foster  

comparability:  



In direct comparison of poverty headcounts 

HMUL is much greater than HMON… 

 

Cross tabulations of headcounts of multi-

dimensional and (unadjusted) monetary poverty 



…therefore UPL is adjusted so that 

HMON=HMUL 

 

Overlap and differences in headcounts of 

multidimensional and equalised monetary poverty 

Note: Column percentages in brackets. * = Monetary poverty line is adjusted to equalise headcounts (Uganda Shilling 

36,800 for k = 3 and 28,077 for k = 4, both in 1997 prices). 



 

Correlations between poverty status and 

monetary welfare… 

Overlap and differences by consumption expenditure decile 



 

…and household size 

Overlap and differences by household size 



 Venn Diagram

 N = 2176
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 B HMUL_k=4
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Visualising poverty headcount 

combinations -venndiag- 

Venn diagram 
 

 



…more visualisations 

Density curves (k = 4) 
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 Usual advantages of multi-variate analysis 

 Two probit regressions when error terms are correlated  

 Enables analysis of all possible poverty outcomes (1/1; 0/0; 

1/0; 0/1) 

 Selection of co-variates and pre-regression tests 

Bivariate probit is used to analyse poverty 

outcomes 



 

Results from -biprobit- 

Marginal effects with k=4 



 

…continued 

Note: Robust standard errors in brackets. Marginal effects (dy/dx) are for discrete changes of the 

dummy variables from 0 to 1. Levels of significance is given at 1% = ***, 5 % = ** and 10% = *. 



 HMUL much larger than HMON also when correcting for 
survey comparability; is UPL too low? 

 53% (30%) are poor on both measures at k=3 (k=4); 17% 
(34%) are non-poor in both. 

 Limited discernible gender effects throughout…at hh level 

 HMUL disproportionately affects rural areas, Northern and 
Western regions 

 34% (16%) of wealthiest consumption quintile are also multi-
dimensionally poor at k=3 (k=4) 

 Apparent life-cycle effects: “misclassification” of youth and 
elderly 

 Strength of integrated household survey programmes  

 

Preliminary conclusions 


